I. Introduction
Graphene belongs to the most promising materials for nanotechnology in the 21st century. The properties of graphene, such as the electrical conductivity, mechanical strength and chemical stability underlie great prospects for application of the material in various devices as conductive nanoscale elements of high-frequency transistors, solar cells, sensors, supercapacitors and in various composites.
Graphene is a low-dimensional structure representing a one-atom thick graphite layer built of sp 2 -hybridized carbon atoms. Main electronic properties of graphene were correctly described in the pioneering study 1 using the tightbinding approximation (TBA) which takes into account only p-electrons from neighbouring atoms. This approach was also employed in the first quantum chemical description of fullerene C 60 which can be considered as fragment of graphene sheet with twelve pentagonal topological defects. The electronic spectrum of C 60 calculated using the HuÈ ckel method 2 (in essence, also with inclusion of only nearestneighbour interactions) was only slightly different from the experimental spectrum and from the results of more precise calculations. 3 Pioneering studies on quasi-two-dimensional (2D) materials including graphene were carried out by a research group which included winners of the 2010 Nobel prize in physics A K Geim and K S Novoselov. However, it should be noted that long before these investigations were performed, fabrication of films with thickness from a few tens 4 ± 6 to a few 7 graphene monolayers was reported. However, researchers from the group mentioned above succeeded not only in fabricating an individual graphene sheet, but also discovered and thoroughly studied its physical and chemical properties. 8 A comprehensive study on the prehistory of graphene can be found in Geim's paper. 9 The discovery of graphene opened a new field in chemistry, namely, chemistry of 2D materials. The scope of the new field includes, in particular, research on functionalized graphene (graphene sheets bearing functional groups), 10 which is of interest for electronics, optics, as well as for the design of composite materials 11 and catalysts. 12 The synthesis of monolayer, multilayer and modified graphene structures 13, 14 has been a subject of about ten reviews (see, e.g., Ref. 15 The review concerns graphene-based nanostructures including graphene nanoribbons a few nanometres wide, structures functionalized with hydrogen and fluorine atoms as well as pure carbon composites. The physicochemical properties and the chemical engineering methods for their fabrication are considered. Methods for solving problems in modern nanotechnology are discussed. Possible applications of graphene and graphene-based nanostructures in various devices are outlined. The bibliography includes 286 references.
available information on methods for modification of graphene-based carbon materials through creation of structural defects by introducing impurities, adsorption of alien atoms, mechanical deformations, as well as the structure, properties and results of simulation of graphene derivatives and related non-carbon graphene-like materials (structural analogues of graphene) is generalized in a recent study. 16 The structure of graphene is not a simple Bravais lattice. Its unit cell contains two carbon atoms (Fig. 1 a) . Since electrons and holes are fermions, in the TBA model of graphene they are described by a Dirac-like equation for zero-mass particles and antiparticles by analogy to the equation for massless neutrino; therefore, the convergence points, K and K H ( Fig. 1 b) , of the cones are called the Dirac points. 17, 18 Electrons in graphene near the Fermi level passing through these points have a linear dispersion relation, like photons, but their effective velocity is 300 times lower than the velocity of light n F & c 300
Regions near the convergence points K and K H at the corners of the Brillouin zone (Dirac cones) represent two valleys in the k-space with nonequivalent wave vectors (k), where the dispersion relation for charge carriers is linear (see Fig. 1 b,c):
Dirac cones are rather stable against mechanical deformations of graphene; they do not disappear even upon appearance of elastic corrugations (*0.5 nm in height with *5 nm separations) due to nonlinear elastic properties on a freely suspended graphene sheet. 19 Such a`quantum electrodynamic' character of the graphene spectrum leads to a specific tunnelling of charge carriers that is known as the Klein paradox. 20 This phenomenon is related to a nontrivial behaviour of the transmittance of relativistic particles in the case of potential barriers that are higher than twice the rest energy of the particle. There exists an analogue of the Klein paradox for particles in graphene except that an electron has zero effective mass. Such an electron propagates through all kinds of potential barriers with a 100% probability provided normal incidence on the interface. In other cases, the electron reflection probability differs from zero and depends on the angle of incidence. For instance, a conventional p ± n junction appears to be a penetrable barrier in graphene. 21 By and large, the Klein paradox leads to difficulties in locating particles in graphene, which in turn means that the particles have high mobilities. The Klein paradox leads to tunnelling of charge carriers from the K region to the K H region in the k-space even in the case of random scattering potential; 22 actually, it leads to the notion of quantum resistance. This conductivity type bears no relation to Bloch waves in conventional conductive crystals. Taking into account`ballistic' character of the motion of charge carriers in graphene made it possible to design novel efficient devices. 23 ± 27 If an electrical voltage V g is applied normal to the surface of a graphene sheet ( Fig. 2 a: the potential difference between graphene and silicon substrate separated by a SiO 2 dielectric layer), the chemical potential Ð the Fermi level in the spectrum Ð is shifted (at V g <0, it lies above the Dirac point; at V g >0, it lies below the Dirac point). In other words, one deals with a specific kind of doping, namely, graphene becomes an electron or hole conductor at negative or positive V g values, respectively (Fig. 2 b) . The concentration of charge carriers (N) can be varied by varying the voltage V g that is simply related to N N (cm 72 ) = 7.2610 14 V g provided a SiO 2 thickness of 300 nm.
The problem of high finite resistance R that is inversely proportional to N at V g = 0 and at subzero temperatures (see Fig. 2 b,c) was solved in theoretical studies (see review 1 ); however, its consideration goes beyond the scope of this publication.
The effective mass of charge carriers depends on the square root of concentration: 24 s Doping graphene with certain atoms in polyvinyl alcohol leads to the onset of n-type conductivity and to shift of the R(V g ) curve towards negative voltages (see Fig. 2 b) , while doping in concentrated nitric acid causes the onset of p-type conductivity and a shift of the R(V g ) curve towards positive voltages (see Fig. 2 c) . 25 In spite of considerable progress in the design of silicon chips in the last decade, silicon-based technologies approach their limits. 28 Predictions were made that fabrication of 10-nm transistors will be started by 2018. This will require a 10-nm linear resolution of lithographic equipment. Taking into account this fact, the development of alternative methods free from drawbacks intrinsic in silicon technologies becomes of particular importance. The main drawback of the silicon technologies is the impossibility of further miniaturization owing to high defectiveness of silicon nanocrystals.
Graphene seems to be the best candidate for the design of various devices because it has high thermal conductivity and very high charge carrier mobility (10 6 cm 2 V 71 s 71 for suspended graphene and 10 4 cm 2 V 71 s 71 for supported graphene). 23 However, methods for large-scale production of devices involving exact positioning of graphene components on a solid substrate are unavailable. Also, the design of high-performance integrated devices requires combining graphene with high-dielectric-constant materials as well as controlling the charge carrier concentration in graphene layers. To date, operation of a 155-GHz graphene transistor was demonstrated. 29 One can hope for successful fabrication of terahertz-frequency transistors based on nearly 10-nm wide graphene nanoribbons. Clearly, new nanotechnologies involving chemical lithography processes and technologies for template growth of graphene nanoribbons will enable production of chips for, e.g., mobile communication devices and small computers with much lower energy consumption. { Graphene exhibits interesting optical properties. Theoretically, the transmittance (Z) of freestanding graphene is: 31
where a e 2 " hc 1 137
is the fine structure constant, e is the charge of electron, " h is the Planck constant and c is the velocity of light in vacuo. Light absorption by a graphene sheet occurs uniformly, starting with the long-wavelength region (this is typical of 2D materials). In the UV region, the absorption spectrum exhibits a peak at about 250 nm corresponding to interband electronic transitions. 32 The transmittance values (Fig. 3 ) of mechanically cleaved graphene (97.7%) 33 and high-quality graphene synthesized by chemical vapour phase deposition (97.4%) 25 are very close to the theoretical value.
Optical absorption is a linear function of the number of graphene layers, each layer being characterized by an absorbance of 2.3% in the visible region (see Fig. 3 a) . A multilayer specimen can be treated as weakly interacting, optically equivalent layers of 2D electron gas. 34 Novel transparent graphene electrodes on flexible substrates can be utilized in optoelectronic devices. They have a record low resistance per unit surface area (*20 O). 35 Unlike their analogues, ITO electrodes (ITO is tin-doped indium oxide), the conducting properties of the graphene 29 where high conductivity of electrodes is required to maintain efficient transport of charge carriers. Graphene is electrochemically stable material and can be used as anode or cathode in electrochemical light-emitting cells, analogues of polymeric light-emitting diodes. Nonmetallic light-emitting elements with carbon electrodes are good candidates for the design of devices with operating surface areas of the order of a few square centimetres. 35 The enhancement of photocurrent attained using plasmon resonance on gold and titanium nanoclusters placed on graphene near contacts was an order of magnitude higher compared to pure graphene. 38 This technology is expected to find applications in high-speed optical devices.
A new family of efficient, graphene-based static electric charge integrators for fabrication of supercapacitor plates was reported. 39 Here, the number of capacitor plates can be very large while the distances between differently charged plates are on the nanometre scale. The advantage of supercapacitors consists in high charge ± discharge rate and high energy density; therefore, they potentially can store electricity much more efficiently than conventional capacitors do. Modern graphene-based supercapacitors store almost the same charge per unit mass as the best commercially available capacitors and theoretical limits are far from being approached. 39 Indeed, graphene has high internal conductivity, thermal stability, it is chemically inert and thus appropriate for being used in supercapacitors. For instance, graphene-based capacitors fabricated and reported by Kaner and co-workers 40 are characterized by much higher charge ± discharge rates than conventional storage cells, although they store the same amount of energy. However, application of graphene in supercapacitors faces some difficulties; in particular, the irreversible capacitance in the graphene-based capacitors is inappropriately high, probably, due to the defect structure of the material. 41 In spite of nanometre-scale thickness, graphene exhibits unique mechanical properties, namely, its strength and flexibility are higher than those of steel. 42 These properties open prospects for the design of novel mechanical devices based on graphene including membranes, vibratory sources, flexible touch screens, etc.
Detailed reviews on the fabrication and chemical modification of graphene with various compounds were reported by Grayfer et al. 13 and by Wei and Liu. 43 In this review, we will briefly outline the amazing physical properties of graphene (`CERN on the desk' 17 according to wellknown theoretical physicist M I Katsnelson { ), consider problems that were little covered earlier and then analyze the results of studies that were left out of consideration by the authors of the previous reviews. The case in point is research on the physicochemical properties of GNRs, functionalized graphene and graphene ± carbon nanotube (CNT) composites. These types of nanostructures are likely to have applications in new-generation devices and future materials and therefore attract the attention of many researchers.
II. Graphene nanoribbons
The invention of graphene was followed by the rise of interest in GNRs. One can assume that it is just the structures fabricated from GNRs a few nanometres wide that will become key elements for nanoelectronics, playing the role of nanodiodes and nanotransistors, and elements for spintronics devices. Recently, there has been considerable progress in the technology of fabrication of GNRs. 15 Usually, GNRs have`zigzag' and`armchair' edges. In the former case, two C7C bonds in each hexagon are perpendicular to the GNR axis. In the latter case, these bonds are aligned with the GNR axis. The properties of GNRs terminated with different-type edges were investigated in the early TBA studies. 44, 45 For instance, it was predicted that`armchair' GNRs should exhibit the properties of semiconductors whose band gaps oscillate depending on the GNR width. Graphene nanoribbons with the number, n , of the edge carbon atoms equal to 3p + 1 (p is a positive integer) have wider band gaps than the GNRs with n = 3p and n = 3p + 2. The TBA studies 44, 45 cited above were performed without atomic structure optimization and pre- 50 and graphene nanoroads in graphane 51 and fluorographene 52 ). Zigzag' GNRs should exhibit the properties of antiferromagnets, 47, 53, 54 have band gaps 50.1 eV and their band gaps should monotonically decrease as the GNR width increases. 48 The spin density on the`zigzag' GNRs and on all other graphene fragments with`zigzag' edges should mainly concentrate at the edges. This was confirmed experimentally, 55 namely, a localized spin state was observed on the`zigzag' edge of a graphene fragment.
The possibility for`zigzag' GNRs to exhibit the properties of semiconductors was debated. In particular, it was found that the electronic structure of the`zigzag' GNRs is sensitive to the type of the edge-terminating atoms and to the edge reconstruction method. 56 ± 58 Also, the edge of à zigzag' GNR is energetically not too stable and can be reconstructed, with the loss of magnetic properties, to a socalled`reczag'-type edge with alternating pentagons and heptagons. The energy difference between the`zigzag' and reczag' edges is 0.35 eV # A 71 (see Ref. 58) . Partial`zigzag'-to-`reczag' edge reconstruction was reported. 59 Mention was also made 60, 61 that such a reconstruction is energetically favourable only for freestanding graphene, because for metal surfaces, the`zigzag' edge is energetically more preferable. Thus, the atomic structure and properties of zigzag' GNRs remain unknown and more precise experiments are required to address these points.
To date, experimental studies revealed a clearly seen dependence of the band gap of the`reczag' GNRs on the GNR width. Figure 4 presents theoretical estimates obtained from the density functional calculations; 46 these values are the closest to the experimental data. As can be seen, GNRs exhibit the properties of semiconductors only to a width of about 10 nm; this remains the key obstacle to application of GNRs in electronics. Now we will dwell on methods for the synthesis of GNRs with widths up to 10 nm. The first procedure for fabrication of narrow GNRs 62 allows one to synthesize ribbons with smooth edges. In the experiment, graphite was exfoliated upon rapid (60 s) heating to 1000 8C in a hydrogen (3%)/argon (97%) mixture. The exfoliated graphite was dispersed in a solution of poly(m-phenylenevinylene-co-2,5-diethoxy-p-phenylenevinylene) (PmPV) in 1,2-dichloroethane under sonication (30 min) to give a homogeneous suspension. Large particles were removed by centrifugation. Among other particles, an inspection by atomic force microscopy revealed GNRs with widths from 1 to 10 nm; their band gaps corresponded to item 1 in Fig. 4 . The main drawback of this procedure consists in complexity of control of the shape of the GNR edges, which to a great extent determine the electronic properties of GNRs (see above). Also, since GNRs are assumed to be used as elements for electronic circuits, it is desired to fabricate them from readymade units.
From this standpoint, cutting of graphene sheets into ribbons seems to be promising. In particular, this was done using a scanning tunneling microscope with high potential difference between the microscope tip and graphene. 64 Graphene is cut as a result of the interaction with thè sharp' electron beam emitted from the tip. The resultant armchair' GNRs with a width of 2.5 nm and perfect (defect-free) structure are shown in Fig. 4 (item 3) . Graphene ribbons less than 1-nm wide were fabricated with a focused electron beam. 72 Arrays of GNRs with nanometre-scale widths were fabricated by etching of graphene protected with a block copolymer film. 73, 74 Fabrication of graphene nanomeshes by nanoimprint lithography was reported. 65, 66 The graphene system can be treated as an array of interconnected GNRs. Graphene specimens covered with a block copolymer film 75 and polystyrene film 66 with hexagonally patterned orifices were treated with oxygen plasma to form hexagonal networks of GNRs with widths from 7 to 20 nm (see Fig. 4 , item 5). Also, wide (20 ± 30 nm) GNRs fabricated by electron-beam lithography were etched. 76 This technique makes it possible to obtain both conventional and multiterminal GNRs (analogues of multiterminal CNTs) with widths 5 10 nm.
A promising method for fabrication of GNRs is to use other quasi-1D materials with nanometre-scale crosswise size. 76 For instance, silicon wires with nanometre-scale diameters aligned on graphene specimens were used. 68 The wires protected the graphene from the action of oxygen plasma and made it possible to obtain GNRs with widths from 6 nm. Carbon nanotubes were also cut into ribbons. The surface of CNTs was etched using nickel and cobalt clusters 77 at 850 8C in H 2 +Ar gas atmosphere to obtain CNTs that were both completely and partially cut along the axis.
Multi-walled CNTs can be converted to GNR`stacksb y heating to 1800 8C. 78 A similar transformation occurs upon annealing of multi-walled CNTs at high pressure (5.5 GPa) 79 and on intercalation of multi-walled CNTs with lithium followed by exfoliation at 1000 K. 80 Also, CNTs were longitudinally cut in the oxidation with potassium permanganate in the presence of concentrated sulfuric acid. 81 This technique appeared to be highly efficient, namely, the yield of GNRs was nearly 100%, but the GNRs were of low quality owing to defectiveness. In another study reported by the same research group, 82 CNTs were cut upon oxidation at 60 8C in the presence of KMnO 4 as oxidant and concentrated H 2 SO 4 (or trifluoroacetic acid and H 3 PO 4 ). Graphene nanoribbons thus fabricated had high-quality atomic structures and good conductivities. More recently, a method for fabrication of GNRs by the action of potassium vapours on CNTs was developed. 83 Hydrogenation of CNTs also gives GNRs. 84 It was shown that hydrogenation at 400 ± 550 8C leads to opening of CNTs and formation of hydrogen-terminated GNRs. Yet another method 85 involves the oxidation of CNTs in a solution of PmPV in 1,2-dichloroethane. Oxygen reacted with pre-existing defects on CNTs to form etch pits on the CNT sidewalls. In the solution-phase sonication step, the pits enlarged and the structure unzipped into very narrow (about 1-nm wide) GNRs with almost same-type edges 70 and band gaps of 0.6 ± 0.9 eV (see Fig. 4 , item 11). This method was also used by Tao et al., 63 who determined with high accuracy the type of the GNRs with widths from 8 to 20 nm. The GNR indexes were determined and the band gaps were measured (see Fig. 4 , item 2). A feature of one more physicochemical method for conversion of CNTs to GNRs 86, 87 consists in etching an axially unzipped CNT protected with a poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) film in argon plasma (Fig. 5 a) . The formation of single-or multilayer GNRs is governed by the etching time. By moving the AFM tip one can produce GNR junctions (see Fig. 5 b) . 87 The synthesis of GNRs by self-assembly is widely used. The technique is based on the well-known`bottom ± up' approach to the synthesis of nanostructures, where the desired nanostructures are assembled from smaller fragments. Cai et al. 88 were the first who employed this method to assemble`armchair' GNRs with n = 7 from 10,10 Hdibromo-9,9
H -bianthryl (1) monomers (Scheme 1). In step 1, monomers deposited onto the Ag(111) surface by sublimation lost the halogen substituents; subsequent heat treatment caused surface diffusion of radicals that added to one another to form a linear polymer chain (2) (Fig. 6 a) . Then, an additional heat treatment was performed to cyclodehydrogenate the polymer and form ultranarrow GNRs (3) with n = 7 and perfect`armchair' edges ( Fig. 6 b) .
The structure and shape of the synthesized GNRs appeared to depend strongly on the type of the precursor molecules. For instance, the use of 6,11-dibromo-1,2,3,4-tetraphenyltriphenylene and 1,3,5-tris(4-iodo-2-biphenyl)-benzene instead of 10,10
H -dibromo-9,9 H -bianthryl respectively led to a chevron-type structure formed by`armchair' GNRs with n = 5 (see The method proposed by Cai et al. 88 was used in some other studies. In particular, the electronic structure of the GNRs fabricated by Cai et al. 88 was studied. 65 The energy band structure of the`armchair' GNRs (n = 7) and the band gap width (see Fig. 4 , item 4) were determined by photoemission spectroscopy. Graphene nanoribbons with n = 7 and 13 were fabricated 67 following Cai et al. 88 and their electronic structure was studied (for the band gaps of the GNRs, see Fig. 4 , item 6). The band gap width of the GNRs with n = 7 appeared to be somewhat larger than that reported by Ruffieux et al. 65 The`bottom ± up' strategy of synthesis was implemented in yet another study 89 with coronene and perylene as sources of carbon. The precursors were encapsulated into a single-walled CNT that played the role of a guide to limit molecular motion. After heat treatment at 350 ± 450 8C, coronene (4) converted to a linear polymer 5 and`zigzag' GNRs (n = 4) 6. Perylene (7) converted to a narrow`armchair' GNR (n = 5) 8 (Scheme 2).
Zigzag' GNRs (n = 4) formed from various organosulfur compounds encapsulated into a single-walled CNT were reported. 90 In particular, fullerenes functionalized with organosulfur groups (9) (Fig. 7 a) were encapsulated into the CNT (Fig. 7 b) Under the action of an electron beam, they polymerized to give a GNR (see Fig. 7 c) . A comparison of experimental data (see Fig. 7 d ) and results of model calculations showed that the GNRs have`zigzag' edges (n = 4) (see Fig. 7 e). The presence of sulfur atoms makes the GNRs energetically more favourable structures compared to the starting materials. Therefore, sulfur atoms play a key role in the synthesis of GNRs. Graphene nanoribbons were also synthesized from some other organosulfur compounds. For instance, tetrathiafulvalene (10) and its mixture with fullerene (11) encapsulated into a CNT underwent polymerization to GNR under heat treatment or under the action of an electron beam.
It should be noted that thin, one-benzene-ring wide GNRs were synthesized and studied as long as five decades ago. These are hexaphenyl (12) 91 and hexacene (13) 92 with armchair' and`zigzag' edges, respectively (see also review 93 ). Also, polyperinaphthalene (8) was synthesized in 1986. 94 Structurally, compound 8 is an`armchair' GNR (n = 5).
Structures 12, 13
Summing up, rather efficient chemical methods for fabrication of GNRs with nanometre-scale widths have been developed to date. In the future, these methods may become a basis for large-scale production of such GNRs. Would a method for controlling the structure of the GNR edges be available, one can expect that this nanomaterial Scheme 2
will find wide application in nanoelectronics as elements for semiconductors devices.
III. Functionalized graphene
Pristine graphene is of considerable interest as high-strength membrane or as highly efficient gas sensor. 18, 23 Graphene with the chemically modified surface can be used in semiconductor electronics 15 as basis for organic light-emitting diodes, 95 biosensors, 96 supercapacitors, organic electrodes and polymer nanocomposites. 97 Graphene is a chemically inert material representing an infinite network of carbon atoms bonded by strong s-bonds involving p x -and p y -orbitals; p z -orbitals form a unified p-system. To adsorb atoms onto the surface, the graphene p-system should be broken down or locally distorted. At the same time, the graphene p-system participates in the formation of complexes with, e.g., organic compounds and transition metals. The associated antibonding p* molecular orbital facilitates adsorption of electron-rich particles, e.g., alkali metals. 98 Atoms can be adsorbed onto graphene edges ( Fig. 8 a) with relative ease; this significantly affects only the properties of graphene nanoclusters or GNRs with nanometrescale widths. To change the electronic structure, functionalization of graphene surface is required. This can be facilitated by lattice defects (either formed during the synthesis or intercalated into the synthesized structure) that can form chemical bonds with the adatoms (Fig. 8 b) . Also, structural distortions in bent graphene enhance the reactivity of its surface (Fig. 8 c) . In particular, theoretical studies of CNTs predicted 99, 100 that the probability of hydrogen chemisorption onto graphene surface is proportional to the local curvature of the graphene surface. This was confirmed experimentally. 101 The reason is that bending of a graphene sheet causes the separation between p z -orbitals to increase and the graphene p-system to loose.
Graphene can be functionalized with various atomic groups. In this review, we restricted ourselves to consideration of the best studied methods for chemical functionalization including hydrogenation, fluorination and oxidation. We will also present recent results on graphene doping with boron and nitrogen and on the formation of hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN) in the graphene structure.
Hydrogenated graphene
Prior to fabrication of free-standing graphene, a number of ground-state conformers of hydrogenated graphene was predicted, 102 the`armchair' conformer being the most energetically favourable. Fabrication of free-standing graphene was followed by sharp increase in interest in its functionalization. The properties of two most energetically favourable structures,`armchair' and`boat', were studied in detail by Sofo et al., 103 Results of functionalization of single-walled CNTs with sulfur-containing organic compounds. 90 Functionalized fullerenes 9 bearing organic groups with sulfur atoms are encapsulated into a single-walled CNT (a); under exposure to electron beam, fullerenes re-assemble into graphene nanoribbons with sulfur-passivated edges (dark-grey spots in the image) (b). This is confirmed by a model image (c) simulated from the atomic structure of the nanoribbon (d ). Graphene nanoribbons with sulfur-passivated edges can be formed from other sulfur-containing organic molecules such as tetrathiafulvalene (10) or its mixture with fullerene (11) inserted into nanotubes at 1000 8C or under electron beam radiation (e). Subsequent experiments 107, 108 on hydrogenation of graphene appeared to be successful and by and large confirmed theoretical predictions. Hydrogen atoms present in cold hydrogen plasma (source of hydrogen) were chemisorbed at the graphene surface. There are reasons to believe that in other experiments, 107, 108 graphene was hydrogenated nonuniformly, which influenced the electronic properties of the final structure.
Indeed, the formation of graphane islands on graphene surface is accompanied by local distortion of its p-system by adsorbed hydrogen atoms; adjacent carbon atoms become more reactive and thus more preferable for hydrogen adsorption. 109 It should be noted that nucleation of graphane can equiprobably occur in both A-and b B-sublattices of graphene (see Fig. 1 a) ; this may lead to formation of interfaces between graphane islands. Such interfaces can change the electronic properties of the material (hydrogen chemisorption at the interface is energetically unfavourable). 110 Dependences of the electronic properties of hydrogenated graphene on the concentration and arrangement of hydrogen adatoms were studied. 111, 112 In particular, it was established that the electronic properties of partially hydrogenated graphene depend strongly not only on the concentration of adsorbed hydrogen atoms, but also on their arrangement. 112 Hydrogen adsorption strongly affects the electronic properties of graphene even if the hydrogenation degree is relatively low. For instance, adsorption of one H atom per 1 nm 2 of graphene sheet (a kind of graphene superlattice with 1-nm 2 unit cell) may open a band gap of 1.25 eV. 113 A 2H-SL superlattice structure was also proposed. 114 It represents graphene with`lines' of pairs of hydrogen atoms adsorbed on the surface. These`lines' change the electronic structure of graphene in such a manner that it becomes a semiconductor (Fig. 10 a) .`Lines' of hydrogen atoms form graphene nanoroads whose properties depend on the index n that is proportional to the distance between the`lines'. Initially, the possibility for such a material to exist was substantiated by the experimentally observed chemisorption of pairs of hydrogen atoms on graphite surface; 115 these pairs formed a kind of`lines' on the surface. In such H (F) C`B oat' 103 (or`bed' 103 )`Chair' 103 Washboard' 105 (or`stirrup' 106 ) Figure 9 . Atomic structures of energetically favourable conformers of hydrogenated (fluorinated) graphene. Figure 10 . Atomic structure of the (12,0)`armchair' graphene superlattice lined by chains of hydrogen atoms (a) and the band gap of the superlattice plotted vs. index n and vs. mechanical strain (2%) applied along the normal to the hydrogen chains (b). 116 Shown are the points corresponding to undistorted chains with the indices n = 3 m (1), 3 m71 (2) and 3 m72 (3), where m is a positive integer, and the curves for the stretched ( Fig. 10 a) are similar to corresponding properties of`armchair' GNRs; e.g., their band gaps oscillate as the separation between the`lines' changes (see Fig. 10 b) . 50 The band gap of graphene with`lines' of hydrogen atoms adsorbed on the surface is highly sensitive to mechanical strain, viz., the band gap width changes by 30% at a strain of 2% (Fig. 10 b) . 116 According to spin-state calculations 116 of`zigzag' graphene decorated with`lines' of hydrogen atoms (Fig. 11 a) , antiferromagnetic spin orientation (see Fig. 11 b) is energetically more favourable than the ferromagnetic orientation. This points to a complete analogy between these structures and`zigzag' GNRs for which the antiferromagnetic spin orientation is energetically favourable. 53 The band gaps of the`zigzag' superlattices monotonically decreases from 0.25 eV (for structures with a superlattice period of 16.6 # A, n = 8) to zero for infinitely long separation between the`lines' of hydrogen atoms, i.e., pristine graphene (see Fig. 11 c) .
All superlattices have linear spectra along the direction perpendicular to`lines' of hydrogen atoms (GM region of the energy band structure), as shown in, e.g., Fig. 11 d. This is an indication of high energy barriers that are produced by the sp 3 -hybridized carbon atoms and hamper the motion of electrons along this direction. Therefore, such structures can be treated as parallel electron waveguides (a kind of one-atom thick nanowires).
It is interesting to fabricate superlattices based on graphene with`lines' of hydrogen atoms, where the`quasimetallic' strip with a narrower band gap is confined between wide band gap strips (Fig. 12 a) . Note that these can also be pure graphane strips. These structures can be treated as electron waveguides or 2D structures with a heterojunction between two semiconductors with different band gaps (Fig. 12 b) . 50 The formation of electron waveguides on graphene can be used to design electronic circuits by controlled hydrogen adsorption on graphene surface. 116 A number of structures to play the role of nonlinear elements for such circuits were proposed (Fig. 12 c) . In these systems,`lines' of hydrogen atoms will form regions with lower conductivity. Theoretical predictions were substantiated experimentally, 117 namely, a low-conductivity region was actually observed between the`lines' of hydrogen atoms adsorbed on the upper graphite layer (Fig. 12 d) .
2H-SL superlattice structures comprising`lines' partially filled with pairs of hydrogen atoms (e.g., in the case of hydrogen adsorption on graphite surface in the course of annealing) can also form on graphene surface. 115 To describe superlattices with sparsely arranged pairs of hydrogen atoms, an additional index k equal to the number of carbon rings separating pairs of hydrogen atoms (see Fig. 13 a ± c) was introduced. 118 The band gap width is plotted vs. superlattice period along the x axis in Fig. 13 d. Calculations of n6k-2H-SL structures were carried out for n = 3 ± 12 and k = 0, 1, 2, 3. It was found that E gap decreases as the distance between neighbouring pairs of hydrogen atoms (superlattice period along the y axis) increases. Interestingly, this dependence for the (3m71)6k-2H-SL (m is a positive integer) is nonmonotonic. These structures behave as semiconductors at k < 3 and as semimetals at any nonzero k. The (3m71)61-2H-SL structures have wider band gaps compared to the (3m71)60-2H-SL structures.
Graphane regions with sp 3 -hybridized carbon atoms produce rather high energy barriers to the motion of free electrons towards neighbouring graphene fragments. Thus, selective hydrogenation of graphene makes it possible to fabricate materials with controlled electronic properties. This is of particular importance in the light of numerous attempts to apply graphene in nanoelectronics.
The possibility to use hydrogen adsorption to create graphene quantum dots was considered. 119 A number of experimental designs were proposed for controlled adsorption on convex regions of a stressed GNR and on various sites in the structure comprising two overlapped GNRs beyond the intersection region. It was shown that adsorption of hydrogen atoms on convex regions of the GNR is energetically favourable. This leads to the appearance of dielectric graphane nanoislands separating conductive regions. Eventually, a graphene quantum dot with discrete energy levels is formed. A number of experimental studies on selective hydrogenation of graphene are available. For instance, local desorption of hydrogen from graphane surface under the action of the tip of a scanning tunnelling microscope as the voltage changes from 3.75 to 5 V leads to formation of graphene regions whose surface area increases with the voltage. 120 This technique makes it possible to create graphene`nanoroads' of different width. Dehydrogenation of graphane is also possible under the action of short (*2 fs) laser pulses. 121 The systems thus fabricated can be represented by a GNR confined between high potential barriers originated from graphane. 51 Therefore, one can expect that the electronic properties of`nanoroads' will be similar to those of GNRs. According to calculations, the properties of the`a rmchair' and`zigzag' nanoroads resemble those of corresponding nanoribbons 48 and graphene with`lines' of hydrogen atoms adsorbed on the surface. 50 The band gap energy of`armchair' nanoroads oscillates as the nanoroad width varies and tends to vanish at infinite width (limiting case corresponding to graphene).
Selectively hydrogenated graphene is obtained by hydrogenation of certain regions. A possible method is as follows. Graphene on a crystalline substrate forms a MoireÂ structure if the lattice parameters of graphene and the substrate are different. Attachment of a hydrogen atom to the carbon atom adjacent to the carbon atoms located above the metal atoms of the substrate involves the metal atoms in chemical interaction and leads to formation of a graphane-like structure. 122 The drawbacks of this method include the presence of a substrate, difficulties in control of the MoireÂ structure and the fact that the final material is chemically bonded to the metallic surface, thus being not a true 2D material.
One more approach involves hydrogenation of masked graphene. Various types of mask are available, e.g., hydrogen silsesquioxane, 123 ( Fig. 14) . The size of regularly patterned graphene and graphane regions was of the order of 1 mm. One can hope that further improvement of the technique will enable controlled formation of nanometre-scale graphene ± graphane regions.
Stability assessment of the graphene/graphane interface revealed that it is highly stable and gave a value of 1 eV for the energy barrier to diffusion of hydrogen atom from graphane to graphene. 126 More recently, the barrier height value was corrected upwards to 3, 109 2.2 ± 2.9 127 and 2.9 ± 3.2 128 eV, respectively. Thus, one can expect that a graphane region once synthesized will retain its shape.
Successful hydrogenation of graphene was followed by analysis of the possibility for graphane nanoribbons to exist. Theoretical studies 129, 130 concerned with hydrogenterminated`zigzag' and`armchair' nanoribbons. Like graphane, both types of ribbons are wide-band gap semiconductors. The ribbons have wider band gaps than graphane due to the quantum size effect, but this effect weakens as the ribbon width increases and the band gap energy thus decreases and tends to approach the corresponding value for graphane. 129, 130 Partially hydrogenated GNRs were reported. 119, 131 In particular, the dependence of the electronic structure of a GNR on the concentration of hydrogen in the case of patterned adsorption was studied. 119 Figure 15 shows that an increase in the concentration of hydrogen on the GNR surface is accompanied by the appearance of an electronic spectrum with discrete energy levels. Narrow mini-bands near the Fermi level (see Fig. 15 b) indicate that the width of the graphane band is insufficient for quantum dot formation. This leads to a narrow energy barrier through which electron tunnelling from one graphene region to another occurs. Further increase in the concentration of hydrogen adsorbed on graphene causes the separation between the bottom of the conduction band and the top of the valence band in the electronic spectrum to increase (see Fig. 15 c ± e).
Thus, controlled hydrogenation of graphene nanoregions opens great prospects for the design of graphenebased integrated circuits. However, this requires solving a number of technological problems including controlled fabrication of graphene fragments with nanometre-scale widths as well as atomically precise control of graphene/ graphane interfaces that should be smooth and defect-free.
Fluorographene
Successful fluorination of graphite was reported a few decades ago. Depending on the experimental conditions and source of fluorine atoms, various stable phases of graphite fluoride were obtained. These are (CF) n , (C 2 F) n (see Ref. 132 ) and (C 4 F) n (see Ref. 133) . Probably, some of them represent ultrathin diamond films with fluorinated surface. An analysis of the data on graphite fluoride 132, 134, 135 and CNTs decorated with fluorine atoms 136, 137 showed that fluorination of graphene is possible and it was done experimentally. 95, 138 ± 140 Fluorographene was synthesized in different manner namely, by cleavage of graphite fluoride crystallites placed in a solution in isopropyl alcohol, 138 in sulfolane 139 or in DMF 141 under sonication; by mechanical cleavage using the`Scotch tape' technique; 95, 142 and by direct fluorination of graphene. 95, 133, 140, 142 Phases with different fluorographene/graphene ratios were synthesized. A C 4 F phase with fluorine atoms adsorbed on one side of a graphene sheet was obtained. 142 According to calculations, this phase should have a band gap of 2.93 eV. 52, 142 For the equivalent phase CF, the theoretical band gap values were in the range from 3.0 to 7.5 eV, 52, 104, 138, 139, 143, 144 (cf. experimental values of 2.9, 133 3.0, 95 and 3.8 eV 140 ).
Long before the fabrication of fluorographene, 145, 146 it was predicted that`armchair' fluorographene (see Fig. 9 ) will be the most stable polymorph of graphene similarly to hydrogenated graphene.
It was shown 52 that the electronic properties of graphene nanoroads with`armchair' and`zigzag' edges are funadmentally different. However, unlike graphane, 51 the narrowest nanoroads in fluorographene are energetically unfavourable because of lattice distortion produced by the fluorine atoms. Theoretical prediction of an inverse dependence of the fluorographene band gap energy on the width of graphene nanoroads was confirmed experimentally. 147 Fluorination of graphene occurs rapidly owing to almost barrierless chemisorption of fluorine on graphene. Unfortunately, the process is accompanied by the degradation of graphene because large fluorine atoms produce significant structural distortions in the material. Therefore, fluorographene is difficult to use in nanoelectronics. However, taking into account high chemical and thermal stability of the substance, one can assume that it will find applications as dielectric nanomaterial, e.g., insulator in electric circuits.
Graphene oxide
Graphene oxide is yet another promising material that has attracted considerable recent attention of researchers. Information on graphene oxide is summarized in some publications, Refs 13 and 148 ± 150 being of particular interest. In this Section, we will briefly outline methods for the synthesis of graphene oxide in order to provide the state of the art to the reader.
Graphene oxide can be obtained by the oxidation of graphite by strong oxidants (H 2 SO 4 , HNO 3 , KMnO 4 , KClO 3 , NaClO 2 ) followed by exfoliation. Currently, there are three main methods for the synthesis of graphite oxide. Two of them were proposed more than 100 years ago by Brodie 151 and Staudenmaier. 152 There is also a more recent Hummers method. 153 These methods involve graphite reactions with concentrated sulfuric acid, fuming nitric acid and potassium perchlorate (Staudenmaier) , with fuming nitric acid and potassium chlorate (Brodie) and with anhydrous mixture of sulfuric acid, sodium nitrate and potassium permanganate (Hummers).
Graphene oxide is a nonstoichiometric compound with a C : O ratio that varies from 2.0 to 2.9; this hampers structural description. A number of structural models were Figure 15 . Changes in the electronic properties of a`zigzag' graphene nanoribbon (n = 4) at different concentrations of hydrogen atoms. 119 The electronic spectrum changes from continuous spectrum of`pure' graphene nanoribbon (a) through`dispersionless' spectra of quantum dots with the growing band gap (b ± e) to the spectrum of dielectric graphane nanoribbon ( f ). Dashed lines denote positions of the Fermi level.
proposed (Fig. 16) . It is believed 154 that graphene oxide is comprised of epoxy groups distributed across the graphene surface and can be described by the molecular formula C 2 O. Based on information on the presence of hydrogen atoms in graphite oxide, it was assumed 155 that not only epoxy, but also hydroxyl groups should be attached to graphene surface and most carbon ± carbon bonds should be sp 3 -hybridized. In this model, patterned functionalization was considered. The model proposed in another study 156 includes patterned attachment of quinoid groups to graphene. Based on the experimental data on fluorination of graphite, an ultrathin diamond structure (see next Section) decorated with hydroxyl groups was proposed. 157 In the most widely used model, 158 the surface of graphene bears randomly distributed epoxy (1,2-ether) and hydroxyl groups while the edges are terminated by carboxyl, carbonyl and lactyl groups. One more model 159 treats a corrugated quinoid structure formed by trans-connected cyclohexyl units functionalized with tertiary alcohol and 1,3-ether residues. It is difficult to give an unambiguous description of the electronic structure of graphene oxide because of random distribution of epoxy and hydroxyl groups on the graphene surface. It was proposed to consider graphene oxide as combination of regions formed by sp 3 -and sp 2 -hybridized carbon atoms. 160 Almost fully oxidized graphene is a lightbrown material having the properties of a dielectric and a band gap of 2.4 eV. 161 The oxidation state of graphene influences the width of the band gap. 161, 162 It was found 161 that, depending on the oxidation state, the band gap energy E gap of graphene oxide can vary from 1.7 to 2.4 eV. The intensity of the experimentally observed 162, 163 blue photoluminescence of graphene oxide appeared to be dependent on the degree of chemical reduction. These data were confirmed by the results of theoretical simulation of the dependence of the band gap width on the oxidation state of graphene. 164 ± 166 A constitutional diagram was constructed 166 for the ternary system C 17x7y ± (C 2 O) x ± [C 2 (OH) 2 ] y (17x7y is the proportion of sp 2 -hybridized carbon atoms, x is the proportion of epoxy groups and y is the proportion of 1,2-hydroxyl pairs) and it was shown that epoxy groups tend to form ribbons confined between sp 2 -hybridized regions.
Not only the oxidation of graphene, but also the reverse process, i.e., reduction of graphene oxide is of considerable importance. The latter process opens prospects for largescale production of graphene. The material is usually called reduced graphene oxide; as a rule, it contains numerous defects. Reduction methods can be divided into chemical and thermal ones. 150 Chemical reduction is attained using a wide variety of reducing agents, such as diamide, 167 ± 173 alcohols, 174 , 175 sodium borohydride, 176 ± 179 hydroiodic acid 180 and its mixtures with acetic acid, 180, 181 sodium hydroxide 182 and potassium hydroxide, 183 powdered iron 184 and aluminium, 185 191 urea, 192 lysozyme, 193 vitamin C, 194 N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone, 195 polymerized norepinephrine, 196 bovine serum albumin, 197 TiO 2 nanoparticles 198, 199 and manganese dioxide. 200 Biodegradation of graphene oxide is also used. 201 Thermal reduction methods are based on heating of graphene oxide under the action of microwave radiation, 202 ± 204 flashing light, 205 laser, 206 plasma, 207 electric current, 208 heated tip of atomic force microscope 209 in various atmospheres (ultrahigh vacuum, Ar, H 2 , NH 3 ). 210, 211 Noteworthy is a method 209 that makes it possible by tip of atomic force microscope to form graphene nanoroads in graphene oxide and fabricate structures similar to the predicted structures of graphane and fluorographene (see Fig. 17 ). This offers prospects for application of graphene oxide with low content of defects in the design of integrated circuits.
Doping of graphene
The properties of graphene can be manipulated using not only hydrogen adsorption on its surface, but also doping with boron and nitrogen. In the experiment, 212 graphene on a copper substrate was doped with nitrogen by chemical vapour phase deposition using an ammonia/methane mixture; a doping degree of 8.9 % was attained. Yet another approach to doping graphene with nitrogen is to use arc discharge: 213 a graphene specimen was placed between graphite electrodes in ammonia atmosphere. The concentration of nitrogen was at most 1 mass %. A similar technique was used in another study 214 with the exception that the graphene specimen was placed in an arc discharge in the presence of hydrogen and pyridine (or hydrogen and ammonia); the doping degree was 1%.
Also, graphene was doped with boron using arc discharge in hydrogen/diborane atmosphere or using boronenriched graphite as electrodes. The doping degree was 1.2% and 3.1% in the former and in the latter case, respectively. 214 Highly oriented pyrolytic graphite was doped 215 with boron using B 4 C powder: at high temperature (4700 8C), diffusion of boron atoms began. A study by scanning tunnelling microscopy and Raman scattering revealed that replacement of carbon atoms by boron in graphite was accompanied by the formation of defects and structural disordering. 216 Not only doping with certain elements, but also fabrication of hybrid graphene/hexagonal boron nitride structures has been the subject of wide speculation. This is first of all due to the close lattice parameters and to the possibility of formation of polar covalent bonds between carbon, boron and nitrogen atoms. Various types of hybrid structures comprised of carbon, boron and nitrogen were analyzed by the Monte Carlo method. 217 It was found that B and N atoms tend to segregation with the formation of h-BN islands. This result was confirmed experimentally by Ajayan and co-workers, 218 who pioneered in the synthesis of graphene/h-BN material on a copper substrate by chemical vapour phase deposition (Fig. 18 a,b) using methane as source of carbon and NH 3 7BH 3 as source of boron and nitrogen. In another study, 219 graphene/h-BN hybrid films were grown on the Rh(111) surface by the two-step method from the same precursors. First, h-BN islands were grown on the Rh(111) surface and then graphene was synthesized and filled regions between the h-BN islands. The authors evaluated the ratio of interfaces with the`zigzag' and`armchair' edges (77.64/22.36) and concluded that the`zigzag' edge is more preferable in the graphene ± h-BN system.
A number of studies 220, 221 are devoted to models for quantum dots (alternation of fragments of CNTs and boron nitride nanotubes) and theoretical research on the electronic properties of graphene ± h-BN systems. A study 222 on graphene quantum dots in an h-BN layer revealed that graphene quantum dots with`armchair' edges are the most energetically favourable. Also, it was established that the electronic properties depend on the size of the quantum dot. Graphene nanoroads in h-BN were investigated by Bhowmick et al. 222 and Ding et al. 223 It was shown that their properties are similar to those of GNRs, 46 ± 48 CNTs, 49 graphene patterned with regularly adsorbed`lines' of hydrogen atoms, 50 graphene nanoroads in graphane 51 and fluorographene 52 due to manifestation of a common effect, viz., the appearance of a finite number of states in the Brillouin zone owing to conversion of 2D graphene to a quasi-1D nanoroad (h-BN regions that confine the nanoroad can be treated as infinitely high barrier because of a wide band gap of about 5.5 eV 224 ).
The graphene ± h-BN systems in question are candidates for being utilized not only as elements of 2D electronics, but also in highly sensitive biochemical sensors. 223 However, similarly to some other cases, these structures are difficult to synthesize because of the need for atomically precise control of graphene/boron nitride interfaces. Presently, two studies on the topic are available. Sutter et al. 225 formed a controlled interface using inhomogeneities of the Ru(0001) surface on which the graphene ± h-BN layer was formed (Fig. 18 c,d) . Levendorf et al. 226 fabricated the hybrid interface by growth of h-BN film around a preliminarily cut graphene region. In addition to selective functionalization of graphene surface (see above) extended regions with nonzero band gaps can be formed mechanically. It was shown theoretically 227 and observed experimentally 228 that strong periodic bending of graphene sheets causes the appearance of semiconductor nanoroads with a band gap of 40.5 eV in the graphene structure. This technique is promising because it enables the fabrication of semiconductor circuits.
Summing up, various methods for graphene functionalization have been developed to date. Graphene hydrides, fluorides and oxides having the properties of semiconductors were synthesized. Of particular interest are hybrid nanostructures in which some graphene nanoregions are functionalized or doped and exhibit the properties of semiconductors. In spite of a large number of theoretical studies with predictions of the properties of such structures, relevant experimental data are scarce. This is first of all due to the difficulties in atomically precise control of interfaces between graphene and the modified nanodomains whose size and shape govern particular properties of the hybrid materials.
Ultrathin diamond-like films
Graphane, as well as fluorographene, can be treated not only as graphene derivative obtained by functionalization of its surface, but also as the first representative of a series of diamond-like films whose surface is decorated with hydrogen of fluorine atoms, respectively. Hypothetical structures of C n H films (n = 2, 3 ...) formed upon hydrogenation of the surfaces of a stack of graphene sheets with the formation of diamond-like' bonds between the constituent atoms were named`diamanes'. 229 Therefore, graphane and ultrathin films can be considered as representatives of a continuous series of diamond-like quasi-2D structures with gradually increasing thickness. An experimental study on the preparation of a layered material with C 2 F stoichiometry by fluorination of graphite was reported as long ago as 1979. 132 More recently, the structure of the material was interpreted as a stack of C 2 F layers, 135 which was substantiated by the presence of only sp 3 -hybridized bonds between carbon atoms and between carbon and fluorine atoms. 134 Two stacking sequences, AA H and AB (Fig. 19) corresponding to the lonsdaleite and diamond structures with C 6 and C 3h symmetry, respectively, are possible for the material.
According to Mitkin, 230 134 corresponds to an interplanar spacing of 8.09 # A and a pycnometric density of 3.28 g cm 73 , which is 20% ± 25% higher than the density of the fluorine-rich compound (CF 1.0 ) n . 132 Light-grey colour, low specific resistance (*10 14 ± 10 15 O cm), as well as the chemical shift and the second moment of the 19 F NMR spectrum of a C 2 F specimen 132, 134 indicated that the natures of the C7F bonds in this compound and in CF 1.0 are similar. From this it followed that C7F bonds in C 2 F and in fluorination products of petroleum coke 132 that is compositionally close to C 2 F are covalent.
The material C 2 F (and hypothetical C 2 H) represents a stack of layers that are held together through van der Waals forces (Fig. 19) . Probably, C 2 F layers can be cleaved micromechanically similarly to graphene; this will make it possible to prepare diamond-like films a few nanometres thick. Theoretical studies 146, 231, 232 predict that these structures should exhibit unique mechanical, optical and electronic properties that are governed by the surface and quantum effects.
For instance, ultrathin diamond-like films bearing hydrogen and fluorine adatoms have similar, diamond-like energy band structures (Fig. 20) . 146, 231 Also, unlike crystalline diamond, these films have a direct band gap and thus can be used as laser active media. 231 The mechanical properties of diamanes are also similar to those of diamond (Table 1 , see also Ref. 233 ). However, owing to their nanostructural nature, C 2 H films demonstrate high elasticity, namely, the limit deflections of C 2 H and graphane membranes with a radius of 30 # A are close, being equal to 7.6 and 8.9 # A, respectively. 229 It is assumed that diamane can be formed from bilayer graphene placed in hydrogen plasma discharge. Under appropriate conditions (pressure and temperature), chemisorption of hydrogen atoms occurs on both sides of graphene surface. 229 A carbon atom of the`upper' graphene, which is located off a corresponding C atom of thè lower' graphene and, therefore, has freedom to move, goes out of plane owing to sp 3 -hybridization after attachment of a hydrogen atom. Three neighbouring carbon atoms are displaced downward. Atomic rearrangement in the`lower' graphene occurs analogously. As a consequence, sp 3 -hybridization of carbon atoms from adjacent stacked layers occurs. This leads to the formation of the diamane nucleus. 229, 234 Identification of the final structures is an important step in the experimental studies on the synthesis of ultrathin diamond films. Indeed, multilayer graphene, the starting material for ultrathin diamond films, is assumed to have different types of stacking sequences 229, 231, 235 (AA H and AB). 108 It follows that the number of possible diamane polytypes will increase with increasing the number of layers (and the number of possible combinations of stacking sequences) in the starting material. Therefore, experimental methods are required to determine the number of layers and the structure of diamane. Here, Raman scattering may appear to be useful. 236 This method was used to determine the number of layers in the structures of single-layer and multilayer graphene from the shape, intensities and positions of peaks in the Raman spectra. 237 Also, the stacking type of three-layer graphene was determined unambiguously. 238 A stack of graphene sheets can be converted to a material where carbon atoms may have both three and four nearest neighbours or, probably, only four nearest neighbours as in diamond. 239 The tensile strength of such a material may exceed a value of 5.6 GPa, the world record in strength known for carbon nanofibres.
Diamane C 2 H (or C 3 H) is formed from two (or three) graphene layers by hydrogenation of graphene. This nanometre-thick diamond-like film should be significantly different from graphene and graphane in electrical and mechanical properties and manifest the properties of a semiconductor or even superconductor on doping with certain atoms. Diamane films can find application as ultrathin, high-strength dielectric layers.
IV. Graphene-based composites
Recently, experimental and theoretical studies on graphenebased composites have been reported. Like CNTs, 240 such composites are attractive to improve the mechanical (rigidity, tensile strength and hardness) and conducting properties of materials for supercapacitors and polymer composites, 241 woven fabrics and flexible touch screens. For instance, graphene-containing composites based on polymers 241 and silica, 242 as well as graphite oxide/multiwalled CNT films 243 were synthesized.
Probably for the first time, graphitic nanoflakes were grown on the surface of multi-walled CNTs used as substrate by plasma-assisted chemical vapour phase deposition in 2005. 244 The procedure involved the synthesis of arrays of micrometre-scale multi-walled CNTs, coating them with iron nanoparticles and subsequent growth of graphitic nanoflakes. Since the surface area of the material increased from 100 to 130 m 2 g 71 , it was proposed as a candidate for utilization in supercapacitors. However, neither electronic properties of this composite nor types of graphene attachment to CNTs were reported.
A pillared graphene ± multi-walled CNTs composite was for the first time synthesized in 2008. 245 Since then, a number of studies on the design of related materials were reported and the structures comprising covalently 246, 247 or molecularly 247, 248 bonded single-walled CNTs and graphene were simulated.
Below we will consider methods for the synthesis and the results of research on the properties of pure carbon graphene ± CNT composites to illustrate their improved mechanical and electronic properties compared to those of individual CNTs or graphene. These composite materials have a great potential for future applications. 247 
Methods of synthesis of graphene ± CNT composites
Many studies considered below were often carried out using graphite oxide as the starting material that was reduced to graphene.
A hybrid film comprising graphite oxide and multiwalled CNTs was reported in 2008. 243 Graphite oxide powder was sonicated for 1 h at room temperature. Multiwalled CNTs decorated with hydroxyl groups were dissolved in DMF under sonication for 1 h at room temperature and mixed with graphene oxide. Then, the mixture was placed on a glassy surface and dried over a period of 24 h at 100 8C. The thickness of the film thus fabricated was controlled by monitoring the volume of the mixture placed on the glassy substrate (actually, the film thickness varied from 2 to 8 mm). The electrical resistance of the film decreased as the content of multi-walled CNTs in the composite and the film thickness increased.
Yet another route to composite structures proposed in 2009 involves self-assembly of graphite oxide/multi-walled CNTs bilayer films. 248 To this end, graphite oxide obtained by the Hummers method was exfoliated in distilled water under sonication. To prepare a film, a SiO 2 /Si substrate was immersed in the solution of graphite oxide for 1 h, washed with water and ethanol and dried in nitrogen stream. The treated substrate was placed in aqueous solution of aminated multi-walled CNTs. To reduce graphene oxide to graphene, the film was immersed in hydrazine for 24 h, washed with water and ethanol, dried in nitrogen stream and heat treated at 125 8C for 15 min. A scheme of the synthetic procedure is shown in Fig. 21 . Then, the film was reduced in solutions of hydrazine monohydrate with different concentrations of DMF at 80 8C for 24 h and annealed at 500 8C in argon atmosphere to form graphene sheets and thus abruptly increase the conductivity of the film by a few orders of magnitude. An analysis of the AFM and SEM images revealed a homogeneous structure of the film. The highly conductive material thus obtained exhibited high mechanical strength indicating a long operating life.
A pure carbon structure consisting of graphite layers attached to open ends of CNTs was for the first time synthesized by chemical vapour phase deposition 245 using a silicon substrate coated with a catalyst (cobalt and titanium nitride) film. In the heating step, the substrate was placed in a low-pressure chamber (10 72 Pa). An argon/ acetylene mixture at a pressure of 1000 Pa was used as the source of carbon. The temperature of the substrate was 510 8C, the composite growth duration was 10 min and the growth rate was about 670 nm min 71 . A SEM image of the composite is shown in Fig. 22 a and the model of its structure is presented in Fig. 22 b. The width of the graphene sheets varied from 17 to 38 nm, being dependent on the width of the supported catalyst layer. All CNTs thus grown appeared to be multi-walled with an average diameter of 11.9 nm. The new composite was named`pillared graphene'. It exhibits good electrical and thermal properties in all directions and is expected to have various applications in electronics.
A nanostructure similar to`pillared graphene' was grown on graphite oxide using the same method under different conditions (600 8C, pressure 5 Torr, in a C 2 H 2 +H 2 +NH 3 gas flow). 249 The growth of CNTs was accompanied by reduction of graphite oxide to graphene. The conductivity of the structure reached a value of 1800 S m 71 . The films appeared to be readily stretchable and flexible and could be transferred to other substrates. Bending of the material led to an increase in its electrical resistance probably due to changes in the mutual position of graphene layers. After a few bending cycles, the electrical resistance of the material increased but then recovered the original value. After 1000 bending cycles, the resistance of the film increased by only 1%.
A structurally similar composite was reported by Hauge and co-workers. 250 The role of substrate was played by thermally expanded graphite (grafoil) or carbon fibres coated with 1-nm-thick iron layer used as catalyst. Then, an Al 2 O 3 overlayer 5 nm thick was deposited on the substrate. This led to formation of iron nanoislands. The composite was formed at a pressure of 1.4 Torr and a temperature of 750 8C in H 2 +H 2 O+C 2 H 2 stream (400+2+2 cm 3 min 71 , respectively). These conditions were optimum for rapid growth of two-and multi-walled CNT forest. A scheme of the synthesis of the composite is shown in Fig. 23 a. The growth mechanism was named Odako' (a giant kite in Japanese), because the Al 2 O 3 layer detached from the substrate during the growth. The CNT diameter distribution in the composite was plotted using the results of a transmission electron microscopy (TEM) study of the composite.
A similar approach was used in another study; 251 however, unlike the preceding case, iron clusters were deposited on graphene. Examination by electron microscopy revealed narrow (3 to 7 nm in diameter) and long (from 3 to 250 mm) single-, double-and three-walled CNTs attached to graphene. The ohmic character of the CNT/graphene contact is of particular importance for various applications of these composites in electronics, because conventional CNT ± metal composites have a barrier to charge transfer.
One more carbon composite was synthesized in two steps by chemical vapour phase deposition. 252 First, singlewalled CNTs were grown on iron-covered silicon substrate (900 8C, 10 min). Next, graphene flakes were grown on CNTs. It was established that no covalent bonds with graphene are formed owing to chemical inertness of untreated CNTs.
A method for preparation of hybrid films by CNT growth between graphene layers was reported. 253 Graphite oxide layers with uniformly distributed organocobalt agents Figure 22 . A SEM image of a composite comprising graphene sheets (top) and CNTs (bottom) (a) and model for attachment of CNT to graphene (b). 245 The structure is entirely built of sp 2 -hybridized carbon atoms.
[e.g., C 2 Co 2 (CO) 6 ] were placed in a C 2 H 2 +H 2 +Ar flow at 900 8C for 5 min. Graphite oxide was reduced, while cobalt residues were removed by hydrochloric acid. Carbon nanotubes grown between graphene layers connected them; this improved the mechanical properties of the composite. A graphene/multi-walled CNT hybrid film was prepared. 254 Graphite oxide was chemically reduced in hydrazine in the presence of a stabilizer. A photograph of the solution is shown in Fig. 24 a and the AFM images of irregularly shaped graphene layers up to a few micrometres long and up to 2.5 nm thick are presented in Fig. 24 b. The composite film self-assembled upon immersion of positively charged graphene in the solution of negatively charged multi-walled CNTs. The film was prepared as follows: carbon black containing multi-walled CNTs was heated to 600 8C for 2 h and then centrifuged in hydrochloric acid for 24 h. The residue was triply washed with deionized water, dried and sonicated in a mixture of nitric and sulfuric acids for 24 h. The powder thus obtained was washed with deionized water, triply centrifuged and dried again in nitrogen stream. Then, nanotubes were dissolved in deionized water. Further steps of the experiment are shown in Fig. 24 c.
Positively charged graphene was prepared by adsorption of water-soluble polyethyleneimine chains (step 1). Then, graphene supported on a substrate was repeatedly immersed in the acid-oxidized solution of negatively charged multiwalled CNTs (step 2) and successive self-assembly of a homogeneous film consisting of interconnected carbon structures occurred. Different types of substrates including silicon, iridium oxide, tin, etc. were tested. After that, the composite was heat treated at 150 8C for 12 h (step 3). The thickness of the dried film varied from 0.5 to 5 mm. The iridium oxide and tin substrates covered with the carbon film were used as electrodes and the I ± V curves were measured for both of them at room temperature. These structures may find application in high-performance supercapacitors. Mention was made that the technique enables fabrication of films with large surface area.
A composite comprising pristine and almost perfect single-walled CNT and graphene was studied. 255 It was prepared by separately grinding CNTs and graphite powder in N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone under sonication for 10 min and 18 h, respectively. Then, the solutions of the components were mixed in different ratios and sonicated for 18 h. The mixtures thus obtained were filtered and dried initially at room temperature, then at 60 8C for 24 h and finally in vacuo at 100 8C also for 24 h. The thickness of the films thus prepared varied from 100 to 500 mm. and a schematic of fabrication of a graphene/multi-walled CNT hybrid film (c). 254 For steps 1 ± 3, see text.
films was measured. The films prepared from pristine graphene appeared to be very brittle. The distribution of graphene in the mixtures was uniform. In most cases, graphene was aligned to the plane of the film (the exception is the specimen with 95% content of highly disordered graphene). The film prepared from pristine CNTs had a Young modulus of 2 GPa. The composites containing from 10% to 80% of graphene had much higher Young moduli ( Fig. 25 a) ; however, the Young modulus of the specimen with a graphene content of 95% was equal to 1 GPa. A similar situation was observed for the specific conductivity, namely, it was equal to about 5.0610 3 S m 71 for the film consisting of pristine CNTs, considerably increased with the graphene content, being equal to 20610 3 S m 71 at a graphene content of 75%, and decreased to 3.0610 3 S m 71 at a graphene content of 95% (see Fig. 25 a) .
A solution-free method for preparation of composite films was proposed. 247 Graphene ± CNT films were grown separately in a reactor by chemical vapour phase deposition. Namely, the CNT film was deposited on nickel foil while graphene was fabricated on copper foil. Therefore, the sizes of both films were only limited to the size of the reactor. To attain better adhesion of CNTs, the graphene film was initially treated with ethanol, then dried and separated from the copper foil. The CNT film was separated from the substrate and transferred to graphene. The new film thus fabricated was multiply washed with deionized water. A scanning electron microscopy (SEM) study revealed that the film mainly consisted of single-and double-walled CNTs. A transparent, highly conductive composite was obtained.
Nanostructures comprising nitrogen-doped multi-walled CNTs with encapsulated graphene layers were reported (Fig. 26) . 256 Graphene layers were obtained in situ by chemical vapour phase deposition inside open-end CNTs (*50 nm in diameter) grown vertically on a quartz substrate. Initially, graphene layers grew as fragments of the inner cavity of the multi-walled CNTs, but then detached from it at different sites and had different number of layers (from one to five). The authors of that study believed that graphene inside CNTs can act as additional electron conductor. Structures consisting of such nanotubes covered with metal nanoparticles are expected to be good catalysts because thay have large surface areas, exhibit high electronic conductivity and are chemically stable. They can also be used for gas storage or energy conversion.
Theoretical research
a. The structure of composites In 2008, a number of models for composites comprising only single-walled CNTs and single-layer graphene were proposed. Among them, there is a structure containing only sp 2 -hybridized atoms. It is produced by gradually`rolling' a graphene sheet to a CNT through embedding six topological defects, namely, carbon heptagons. 245 The attention of researchers was attracted to the following point: since graphene layers and CNTs can be prepared in solution, one can expect the formation of hybrid structures based on them with different energetically favourable configurations, 246 because their ends are highly reactive. 237 A structure consisting of a CNT attached through its open end to a graphene sheet (Fig. 27 a) and having C(sp 3 ) atoms at the interface and structures obtained by reactive graphene edge attachment to the CNT surface (Fig. 27 b,c) were proposed. If a CNT is`capped' or terminated with hydrogen atoms, graphene flakes are attracted to this CNT end through molecular forces and no covalent bonds are formed between them. 257 Molecular`trapping' of graphene fragments by the CNT surface was studied by the molecular dynamics method. It was proposed to prepare this type of molecular structures in a solution of a mixture of CNTs and graphene fragments. 257 Helical wrapping of GNR around a CNT through van der Waals interaction at low temperatures was studied. 260 . Young modulus (a) and specific conductivity (b) plotted vs. graphene content in composite. 255 50 nm Figure 26 . TEM image of individual CNT with graphene layers. 256 Structural models for the experimentally observed 89 encapsulation of GNR inside a CNT were constructed. 260, 262 The models considered here can serve to identify the synthesized structures and to assess the properties of the composites.
b. Properties of graphene ± CNT structures Studies on the electronic properties of graphene ± CNT composite materials involved computer simulation of some configurations.
The electronic properties of a CNT attached by its lateral surface to edges of two graphene sheets were investigated. 258, 259 The electronic spectrum of this structure can be represented by the sum of the electronic spectra of a graphene fragment and a distorted CNT. The spectrum of the latter resembles that of a CNT bearing hydrogen atoms attached to those CNT atoms to which graphene is attached (Fig. 28 ) and has little in common with the spectrum of a pristine CNT. This is due to the fact that chemisorption of graphene fragment leads to distortion of the atomic structure of the CNT. As can be seen, some van Hove peaks of the hybrid structure correspond to the CNT peaks, whereas other van Hove peaks correspond to graphene peaks. The peaks that are common to the composite and its constituents are denoted by vertical lines.
Analogous changes in the electronic spectrum follow attachment of two graphene fragments to the lateral surface of a CNT. 259 The total spectrum of the composite is qualitatively described by the sum of the spectra of a GNR and an individual CNT distorted upon attachment of two`lines' of hydrogen atoms. Attachment of graphene fragments to the CNT causes no lost of the conductivity of the composite.
The Young moduli of the CNTs bearing GNRs attached to the lateral surface increase with the number of GNRs. 259 The calculated Young modulus of a CNT about 1 nm in diameter is 1.2 ± 1.3 TPa, being close to the experimental value. Calculations predict the values Y = 2.77, 2.83 and 3.04 TPa for the structures bearing 2, 4 and 6 GNRs, respectively. In other words, the larger the number of the GNRs covalently bonded to the CNT the better the mechanical properties of the corresponding structures.
A structure prepared by patterned adsorption of smalldiameter (5.5 # A) CNTs on graphene surface was studied. 263 Its stable configuration is similar to the AB stacking in graphite, but the separation between the CNT and graphene is 3.1 ± 3.2 # A. The electronic spectrum of this structure depends strongly on the CNT diameter and can resemble the spectrum of a semimetal or a semiconductor (with a band gap less than 0.1 eV). However, this system is hard to Figure 28 . Density of states (DOS) for graphene ± CNT composite. 258 (a) Total density of electron states (1), partial density of states for CNT (2), partial density of states for graphene nanoribbon (3); shown on the right (from top to bottom) are projections of structures: CNT ± graphene nanoribbon, a CNT with adsorbed line' of hydrogen atoms along the generatrix (shown is one H atom attached to the CNT) and pristine CNT.
(b) Density of electron states for pristine CNT (1) and the density of electron states for pristine CNT with a`line' of hydrogen atoms (2) . E = 0 is Fermi level.
synthesize because small-diameter CNTs are chemically unstable. The iterest in the structures comprising covalently bonded CNTs and fragments of graphene sheets 259 did not cease more recently. 264, 265 In particular, it was established 264 that the energy gain from passivation of graphene edges by CNTs depends on the type of the CNTs (`armchair' CNT with attached`zigzag'-type graphene edge is energetically the most favourable structure) and increases as the CNT diameter increases. Band gap oscillations were studied in detail 265 for a GNR attached to different CNTs and it was found that the band gap values differ from one another depending on the CNT diameter.
The results of analysis of the electronic properties give grounds to hope for preparation of highly conductive materials from these hybrid nanostructures.
Applications of graphene ± CNT composites
Graphene ± CNT films exhibit good mechanical and conducting properties and can find applications in nano- 266 and photoelectronics. 267 Highly porous`pillared graphene' can be utilized to produce elements for supercapacitors. 268, 269 Taking CNT, 270 graphene, 271, 272 GNRs 273 and graphane 274 as examples, it was shown that hydrogen uptake increases in the presence of alkali and alkaline-earth metal cations because they form chemical bonds with hydrogen atoms. 275, 276 The results of computer simulaton of the system`pillared graphene' + adsorbed lithium cations indicate that the binding energy of hydrogen molecules and the total energy of the system increase by an order of magnitude in the presence of these cations and that the volumetric and gravimetric absorption also increase. The structure in question is suitable for integration into the metal ± insulator ± semiconductor complementary architecture. 266 Polyaniline with small graphene and CNT additives was studied as material for supercapacitors; 268 the additives increased the operating life and conductivity of the capacitors. Based on the results obtained, the composite was used as electrode material in vanadium redox flow batteries. 277 To prepare the electrode, graphene and CNTs were mixed in different ratios (99 : 1, 97 : 3, 95 : 5, 93 : 7 and 91 : 9) and then dissolved in N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone along with 8% polyvinylidene fluoride. The mixture thus obtained was coated on platinum and dried at 30 8C for 12 h. This procedure was also used to prepare pristine CNT and graphene electrodes, which were used for comparison. Among the materials studied, the composite with a graphene : CNT ratio of 95 : 5 appeared to be the best candidate for electrode material.
An electrochemically stable layered structure analogous to`pillared graphene' was proposed as electrode material for supercapacitors. 269 It has a high specific capacitance (385 F g 71 ) which increases by 20% after 2000 charge ± discharge cycles.
Graphene ± CNT films 267 are characterized by high electrochemical stability. Carbon nanotubes were synthesized by catalytic decomposition of propylene on Fe/Al 2 O 3 catalyst, purified and cut in a H 2 SO 4 +HNO 3 solution at 140 8C. Then, the CNTs were filtered, washed with deionized water and dispersed in a suspension of nanographite. The suspension was prepared from graphite oxide by the Hummers method, dissolved in water and dialyzed to completely remove salt and oxide residues. The suspension was allowed to stay in a quartz reactor for 1 h (750 8C, argon atmosphere). Then, H 2 (100 cm 3 min 71 ) and CO 2 (70 cm 3 min 71 ) were supplied into the reactor at the same temperature. As a result, a`sandwich' was formed, consisting of graphene sheets and CNTs nonuniformly distributed around the periphery of the graphene sheets. According to TEM data, most CNTs were multi-walled and had lengths to 100 nm long and outer diameters from 7 to 12 nm. The same experiment was carried out with other gaseous sources of carbon; it was shown that changes in the chemical compositions of the gases and in their concentrations cause the CNT morphology to change. When using methane, the CNT length reached 1 ± 2 mm; in the case of carbon oxide, shorter CNTs were grown.
Since high-quality graphene can be obtained and transferred to a bundle of single-walled CNTs, which generate electron ± hole pairs better than multi-walled CNTs, it is possible to fabricate a material for elements of new-generation solar cells with better properties compared to those of the CNT bundles. 267 A model for a hybrid solar cell with a heterojunction at the TiO 2 (or CdSe) quantum dots/graphene interface is schematically shown in Fig. 29 . In this composite, graphene can be used as transparent conductive electrode and CNTs can not only act as good electron or hole conductors, but also separate them. These materials are promising for the design of elements for new-generation, carbon-only solar cells (TiO 2 or CdSe quantum dots are replaced by C 60 fullerene layers). The first publication on the design of a solar cell with main components made of carbon materials is available. 278 A bilayer polymer consisitng of pre-selected semiconductor single-walled CNTs was used as ultrathin anode, a layer of fullerenes with scandium nanoparticles was used as the active medium and a layer of graphene flakes played the role of cathode.
V. Conclusion
In this review we generalized the results of studies on GNRs and graphene structures that were either modified with hydrogen and fluorine or treated as constituents of carbon composites. These results were left out of consideration or only briefly outlined earlier. For instance, we noted that Figure 29 . Schematic of a hybrid solar cell (http://phys570x. wikispaces.com/file/view/Proposal+write-up.pdf). Graphene is covered with TiO2 (or CdSe) quantum dots. Exposure to light cases generation of electron ± hole pairs. many theoretical models were proposed for functionalized graphene structures but only a few of them were confirmed experimentally. The reverse situation is also possible, namely, there are some publications on the preparation of pure carbon composites by mixing graphene fragments and CNTs, but none of them includes an analysis of the type of the bond between the constituents and presents structural models for compounds. These examples point to the need to bridge the gap between experiment and theory in the research on the synthesis and properties of novel materials.
Currently, technologies for fabrication of these structures and for the design of devices based on them are improved using novel physicochemical methods. Consider one of them as an example. There is a cheap and efficient procedure for fluorination of graphene to controlled C : F ratio by the reaction of dispersed graphene oxide with hydrofluoric acid in aqueous solution. 279 Fluorine atoms are adsorbed on the basal plane of graphene. The C : F ratio can be varied with ease by varying reaction conditions. This makes it possible to prepare fluorinated single-layer of bilayer graphene with band gaps from 1.82 to 2.99 eV. The material may find application in optoelectronics and in photonics devices.
Not only pure graphene structures, but also structures based on graphene oxide attract the attention of researchers. For instance, by coating a titanium substrate with aqueous dispersion of CNTs and graphene oxide one can obtain 3D structures comprising CNTs (usually, 12.5 mass %) penetrating graphene oxide layers; these structures formed in the course of annealing by self-assembly. 280 Supercapacitors fabricated using these films exhibit excellent electrochemical properties, namely, a high specific capacitance of 428 and 145 F at a current density of 0.5 and 100 A g 71 , respectively, and a retention rate of 98% of the initial capacitance after 10 000 charge ± discharge cycles.
Hydrophilic graphene oxide was transformed to hydrophobic graphene oxide by fluorination. 281 The method for preparation of graphene-based surfaces with tunable wettability is very simple and opens the way to cheap hydrophobic coatings. This allows one to prepare paints that can be sputtered on various porous and nonporous surfaces.
Graphene nanoribbons and nanostrips on modified graphene, in which the electron mobility is much higher than in the same-size silicon structures, represent a new class of promising semiconductor materials whose electrical and optical properties are more attractive than those of silicon devices. In the future, conventional silicon transistors will be replaced by the new-generation materials.
For instance, fabrication of the first top-gated graphene transistor 282 was followed by significant improvement of the efficiency of high-frequency graphene-based transistors. At present, graphene transistors have a cut-off frequency of 300 and 420 GHz at gate lengths of 140 and 67 nm, respectively. 283 Owing to high mobility of electrons in graphene these frequencies are much higher than those of silicon transistors (140 and 250 GHz), being comparable with the frequencies of the best A III /B V semiconductor transistors (300 ± 400 GHz) at similar gate lengths. The possibility for graphene transistors with gate lengths from 9.86 to 0.91 nm to operate in the frequency range from 3.4 to 21.0 THz was substantiated theoretically. 284 Not only graphene transistors, but also different kinds of integrated circuits including nonlinear mixers, voltage amplifiers and inverters have been implemented. 283 This can be treated as considerabe progress despite the fact that graphene electronics is still in the early stage.
Summing up, graphene-based materials considered in this review exhibit a variety of physicochemical properties that offer great prospects for various scientific and engineering applications. 285 Novel 2D analogues of graphene also attract considerable attention of researchers. 8 This is confirmed by the fact that the initiative in description and systematization of research on graphene-like 2D materials proposed by Ivanovskii 16 was recently taken up by Xu et al. 286 This review has been written with the financial support from the Russian Foundation for Basic Research (Project Nos 11-02-01453-a and 12-02-31261) and the F7-2012 Programme (Project FP7-318617 FAEMCAR) and the Ministry of Education and Science of the Russian Federation (Federal Contract No. 14.B37.21.1645).
